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Note that the following information is general in nature due
to the many different cameras available and situations to
shoot. If you have difficulty with the suggestions, your camera
setup might require a slightly different approach. Use this
information as a guide only.
How do we get sharp results, or freeze moving subjects? This
is far easier to achieve today than just a few years ago, as we
can now increase our ISO, this helping to optimise a faster
shutter speed. However, shutter speed is not everything.
ACHIEVING SIMPLE SHARP RESULTS
The starting point for most of our standard images is to
achieve a sharp result. However, this does not always occur.
If the image looks soft or blurred, the usual culprits are:
1. The shutter speed is too slow. This is the most common
fault. Either you, or your subject is moving and the shutter
speed can not freeze that movement.
2. Focusing - make sure that your focusing on the key point
you want sharp. Overall sharpness depends on your lens,
subject distance and aperture choice. The main thing is to
focus on what you want as your key point of sharpness. (I will
cover Depth of Field DOF in future.)
3. Today it could also be due to an old or cheap lens. This
is often seen when a photographer keeps old lenses and
buys a new camera. The larger Mega Pixel (MP) camera ‘out
resolves’ the old optics. The result is unsharp looking images.
If you buy a new larger MP camera, then you most likely will
need to buy new modern lenses as well.

TOP
How you hold your camera is an important starting point to
great results.
BIRD IMAGES THIS PAGE
The birds were frozen in time with a fast shutter speed of
around 1/2000th of a second.
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FROM THE BEGINNING
Make sure you are steady and holding your camera correctly.
Use your left hand as your tripod. Your kit should balance
nicely in your left hand, without your right hand. Then add
your right hand to help hold and to shoot.
In most standard lighting conditions, (not in doors) use
400ISO and f8 or f11. This should offer you a reasonable
shutter speed. Often ‘at least’ 1/125th of a second to 1/250th
of a second is good.
TIP: Your shutter speed should be a minimum of the focal
length of the lens you are using. That is, if it is a 100mm lens,
then I would suggest a 1/125th of a second. A 400mm lens a
minimum of 1/500th of a second.
This is when you and your subject are not moving.
BUT - all of this said, once you have more experience and in
particular, because of today’s ‘Image Stabilisation’ technology,
you can at any time go to slower shutter speeds. I love to do
this, but very carefully. TIP: Shoot a few images of the same
opportunity, to cover any chances of unsharp results.

ABOVE
How you hold your camera and the angle of your body is
important. I like to have legs slightly apart and my body at an
angle, not straight to the subject. Initially, balance the camera
and lens in your left hand. Then add your right hand for control.
BOTTOM IMAGE
Simple settings like 400ISO and f8 or f11 should offer you a
sharp result for this type of shot.
LEFT
Read on as to how you shoot sharp moving subjects.
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WHEN ACTION IS INVOLVED
If you or your subject is moving, you need to be careful with
your shutter speed! It is time to get serious and look at the
following:
1. I love to use grouped focus points, usually 5 (9 for flying
birds and similar) - Continuous Focusing - motor drive to
High. I will often half press my shutter button and start to
track the subject before shooting. When the subject is where
I visualised the best result, I press the button all the way.
Because I have the motor drive to High, I record a sequence
of images.
2. Ideally, I want a minimum of 1/1000th of a second, but this
has several variables including - how fast you and/or your
subject is moving. I am happy to be shooting at 1/2000th of a
second or even faster. TIP: My success rate at 1/2000th of a
second for sharp results is noticeably higher!
TOP TIP - the use of fast shutter speeds is usually linked to
action subjects. This means you should have your camera
and settings ready before the opportunity, this offering the
best chance to capture that fast moving subject.

ABOVE
The light was low and the subject fast, so I increased my ISO
to 800. This offered a shutter speed of 1/2000-3000th of a
second.
IMAGES BELOW
The wallaby still required a reasonable shutter speed of 1/500th
of a second. However, the two birds needed at least 1/1000th
of a second as they were moving faster than the wallaby. This
is the key point to understand, the more movement or faster
movement of a subject equates to the need for a faster shutter
speed. To achieve this you either open up your aperture, or
increase your ISO, or both.
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TOP TIP - the use of fast shutter speeds is usually linked to
action subjects. This means you should have your camera
and settings ready before the opportunity, this offering the
best chance to capture that fast moving subject.
In Botswana, shooting Skimmers is a special experience. On
one trip, I used a Nikon outfit with the Nikon 200-400mm and
400ISO Aperture Priority f5.6. Another trip I used a Canon
with its 200-400mm lens. The results were very similar
considering the time apart. Brand of equipment is irrelevant
- it’s the technique.
Some might say, why not use Shutter Priority? This works
fine, but has complications if the light drops. You will start to
get underexposed results. Aperture Priority still offers correct
exposure, all be it, with a slower shutter speed. Once your
lens is at its widest aperture, it is offering the fastest shutter
speed available for the ISO setting.
Finally, in the old days we regularly used a tool to help
freeze subjects and use a slower shutter speed - FLASH
PHOTOGRAPHY. A flash unit can send out light for short
durations like 1/20,000th of a second or faster. This can freeze
water droplets and other difficult, super fast subjects. I love
using flash for some specialised subjects like hummingbirds.
Today, I also like to increase my ISO, so that my shutter
speed is high. What ever techniques you use, keep it simple,
be passionate and you will be rewarded with great results.

ABOVE
Aperture Priority, 400ISO and an aperture of f5.6 offered a
shutter speed of 1/2000th of a second. Good light aslso
helped. If the light was lower, I would have increased the ISO.
BOTTOM LEFT
I used a wide angle lens for this static shot. Even in the lower
light, I could get a great result by Aperture Priority 1600ISO
f8 for 1/125th of a second. No need for a fast shutter speed.

More of these tips will be added from time to time. Please
check our websites. Another great option is to download my
eBook - it’s FREE and loaded with more than 100 pages of
information to help you shoot great images. It is fantastic on
your phone, as a quick reference, or a motivational guide.
Enjoy...
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TOP
A blended sequence of images of the same subject shot at
high shutter speed. Aperture Priority 400ISO and f5.6 offered
1/3000th of a second to freeze this action.
MIDDLE
I made a decision to use a slower shutter speed of the
cheetah. Read the next feature for tips on panning and slow
shutters for creative results.
BOTTOM LEFT
Aperture Priority 400ISO and f5.6 offered 1/2000th of a second
to freeze this action. I also had my focusing to 5 points and
locked on the birds head. Continuous focusing allowed the
result to be sharp as it refocused as the bird moved.
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